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For the wider market and economy, 2018 has been the 
ultimate year of the ‘phoney war’ – and who can say, with 
any confidence, that March 2019 is going to bring absolute 
certainty over the final terms of Brexit? 
 
We’re optimists by nature, though, so there’s always a sliver 
of silver lining the cloud. With the government, the 
opposition and the civil service consumed by negotiations 
with the EU, by internal struggles, and by the effort to 
maintain some kind of national unity, there has been very 
little in the way of radical policy or pronouncements 
elsewhere. We may well have been spared discussion of 
mansion taxes and further SDLT increases! 
 
At Middleton we’ve been quietly going about our business – 
and you can read how we’re strengthening our team, 
building partnerships, and doing our bit for the next 
generation of rugby stars in this newsletter.  
 
In fact, September was the busiest month we’ve ever had 
for the completion of property acquisitions. Looking to the 
future, we anticipate that supply of top-quality property – 
always our greatest challenge – will tighten further over the 
next 6–12 months. Even this, however, is partly due to 

The Middleton way. Branching out.

discretionary and over-optimistic vendors disappearing 
from the market, leaving a better match between 
committed buyers and sellers. 
 
Whenever we do complete on an acquisition, we always 
endeavour to speak to clients, soliciting feedback on the 
service they’ve received, ensuring we understand what led 
them to select Middleton and whether we have met their 
expectations. The recurring themes of these conversations 
are independence, guidance and trust – values that we 
have guarded jealously throughout our business lives. 
 
We believe this explains why many of our clients seek our 
advice on a broad range of property-based projects both in 
the UK and abroad. Our team is stronger now and better-
placed than ever to provide expert, impartial advice not just 
on acquisitions, but on rental search and all aspects of 
prime property. We look forward to working with you in 
2019 and beyond. 
 
Mark Parkinson and Tom Hudson 



Meet three new members of the Middleton team. 
 
After our busiest ever year, our team has expanded to 
thirteen, and we feel we are in a very strong position to 
continue providing the meticulous client service for which 
we are known. Meet the newest members of the Middleton 
team: 
 

Ben Smith  
 
When Ben joined Middleton 
Advisors in November 2017 it 
completed a change in career 
direction, having initially spent 
ten years in retail 

management and two years on the selling side of the 
property business. His broad experience of operations is 
proving invaluable at Middleton as the business grows. 
 

Rhianna Aston-Moon 
 
Rhianna Aston-Moon joined 
Middleton Advisors in 2018 as 
an executive assistant to the 
Country team, having worked 
in estate agency sales in the 

Oxfordshire area for over five years. “It’s really interesting 
seeing the other side of the property business, and it really 
helps that I’ve seen the sales side, so I understand the 
questions sellers ask and why they ask them.” 
  

Alexandra Hooper 
 
Alex Hooper has joined 
Middleton as an executive 
assistant, working with Mark 
Parkinson, Will Watson and 
Ashley Wilsdon in the London 

office. Alex served her ‘property apprenticeship’ during 
three years with Hamptons International in rentals. “You 
need to be able to keep a lot of plates spinning in the 
lettings side of the business,” says Alex. “And I think that’s 
been a good grounding for my work with Middleton.” 
 

Welcome to Middleton.



Middleton works closely with a number of partners who 
bring additional expertise to our clients during and after 
the property acquisition process. One such is education 
consultancy Kashti Johnson Associates (KJA) founded by 
Mark Johnson, former headmaster of Cheam School in 
North Hampshire for 18 years, and lawyer Rebecca Kashti.  
 

As Middleton’s Tom Hudson says, “The quality of school and 
availability of places are such critical factors in deciding 
when and where to buy country property. There are few 
people with better contacts and knowledge of the 
education sector than Mark, and he’s provided valued 
counsel to a number of our clients.”  
 
In fact, much of KJA’s core business is now in providing 
advice to UK independent schools aiming to forge links and 
facilitate joint ventures with schools in Asia. Here, Mark 
talks about the opportunities for outreach and cultural 
enrichment this can bring to UK independent schools.  
 
“There is no more noble profession than education.” 
 
“When you are introduced to someone in China, their 
profession, as much as their name, is part of that 
introduction,” says Mark. “And there is no more noble 
profession than education. The word is the same, whether 
you are teacher or headteacher – because the profession 
as a whole is held in such high esteem. In some ways, that 
makes it all the more remarkable, the respect in which the 
UK’s independent schools are held.” 
 
Outreach. Enrichment. Revenue. 
 
As Mark explains, many of the UK’s independent schools 
have already established franchises or partnerships in 
South East Asia. The potential, however, has barely been 
tapped; such is the size of the opportunity in China. 
 

Middleton partners. 
Kashti Johnson Associates

“It’s a captivating time for globally-
minded people,” Mark Johnson, KJA.

Mark Johnson meets Mr Chen of Xuele EdTech



“By 2025, there will be a 
Chinese middle-class of 
around 550 million people, 
most of them with double 
income, mostly with one child 
only, and almost all highly 
ambitious, with an enormous 
desire to give their children a 
broad-based education that 
meets the highest 
international standards.” 

 
“They do undoubtedly regard the UK’s independent schools 
as embodying those standards and the values they aspire 
to in the globalised economy,” says Mark. 
 
From the perspective of UK schools, there are three very 
real benefits to exploring opportunities in South East Asia, 
according to KJA Associates. Firstly, general outreach at a 
time when independent schools are regarded as being too 
insular. Secondly, the cultural and educational enrichment 

that partnerships and exchanges bring. And thirdly, 
significant revenue. 
 
The Belt and Road Initiative 
 
“The Chinese government has committed a trillion dollars 
to the ‘Belt and Road Initiative’ (BRI) – a massive connectivity 
and cooperation project,” says Mark. “and they’ve 
empowered the provinces to drive this forward. Provincial 
Governors know that a good school will act as a magnet, 
bringing with it housing, transport, infrastructure. So, while 
many UK schools already have a presence in the main east 
coast cities, the potential in inland China is absolutely vast.” 
 
“Also, with China looking to attract the world’s talent to help 
them drive their economic expansion forwards, thousands 
more UK professionals will see opportunities to work there. 
With the influence and presence of the UK’s independent 
sector, they will also see the possibility of giving their 
children the education they want without having to send 
them back to the UK to boarding school.” 
 
“It’s a captivating time for globally-minded people,” says 
Mark. “And a tremendous opportunity for ourselves as 
educationalists steeped in the UK’s independent school 
tradition. Independent education is one of the UK’s 
strongest ‘brands’ – something of which we can be 
extremely proud.” 
 
kjassociates.org  

Mark Johnson and Rebecca Kashti 
in Hangzhou

“The quality of school and availability of 
places are such critical factors in deciding 
when and where to buy country property. 

This year we completed eight acquisitions in 
the lead-up to the new school year in 

September,” says Tom Hudson.



“We chose Middleton primarily because we 
recognised the importance of their 

independence,” Middleton client. 



Little Halstock may sound like a pretty English village where 
you’d find one of our advisors showing a client the vicarage 
or the manor house with a view to a purchase. In fact, it’s 
the latest offshoot of Halstock, bespoke joiners, cabinet 
makers and designers.  
 
Little Halstock make exquisite mother-of-pearl inlay 
jewellery boxes, marquetry watch-winders and other 
collaborations with the likes of Asprey and Holland & 
Holland using innovative materials and embedded 
technology, just like big brother Halstock. At heart, though, 
both are old-fashioned British craftsmen creating objects of 
beauty. On a walk round the Halstock workshop in Dorset 
you’ll get sawdust on your shoes and see natural wood 
being hand-planed to within fractions of millimetres. 
 
“Our core business is kitchens, wine cellars, dressing rooms 
– big projects working with architects and designers,” says 
managing director Richard Miller. “But there’s a little bit of 
the child in all of us that just loves to see large things 
reduced in scale, so we’re pushing the boundaries of our 
craft with the launch of Little Halstock.” 
 

“The humidor that we made for Purdey, for example, is a 
miniature of Audley House in Mayfair which has been the 
home of the gunmaker since 1882. Similarly, we’ve created 
a wonderful model of Berry Brothers’ iconic St James’ Street 
home which they use to hold wine-tasting note pads and 
tobacco flavoured chocolates.”  

 
Little Halstock is also 
collaborating with leaders 
from the worlds of interior 
design, fine jewellery and 
fashion to produce one-off 
artworks, starting with the 
Seat of Power with designer 

Luke Irwin, then an 
extraordinary 

ping-pong table 
in partnership 
with Martin 
Kemp.  
 
 

 
 

 
See www.littlehalstock.com for information about 
forthcoming collaborations. 
 

Middleton friends. 
Little Halstock 
Big ideas. Little packages. 



“At every stage – from reconnaissance 
through to the property inspection, the 
information pack, due diligence and the 

completion report – Middleton’s work was 
detailed and clear,” Middleton client. We’re delighted to continue our support of three junior 

rugby clubs in Oxfordshire, Hampshire and the Cotswolds – 
Henley Hawks, Chipping Norton RFC and Overton RFC. 
We’re also supporting the PROP programme – a Henley 
Hawks initiative delivering rugby coaching and sessions into 
local primary schools.

Middleton Minis
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